Abstract-Today in the era of fast, modern and continuous changing world, we need to enhance and improve the existing routing and switching protocols for better performance. OpenFlow switches enable researchers to test and examine the behavior of newly designed protocol in their local environment without disturbing the existing production flow. This allows us to provide the minimize delay in production packet forwarding and maximum flexibility in controlling the flow of experimental packets through the network. In this paper, we have demonstrated to run a network topology on OpenFlow Virtual Machine Simulator (VMS) using NOX controller. Monitoring of flow tables on various switches has been analyzed. Later, we have developed a number of NOX controller components using C++ code to restrict Address resolution Protocol (ARP) on our network and to define dynamic programmable flows on OpenFlow switches.
each one is connected to a different network. The system receives a packet from one network through one interface, applying processing on the basis of packet header information to decide on which interface or network it is to be forwarded. In this case, we can enjoy the maximum flexibility at the cost of significant delay in packet forwarding. These delays can be minimized by choosing some hardware based solution in terms of formal Ethernet switches. These switches use predefined protocols defined by the vendors and embedded inside the switches. Thus, using switches minimizes the delay in forwarding the packets at the cost of reduced flexibility. What's if someone wants to test or use a new protocol? When a new protocol is designed, it is not possible to implement it on the internet without proper testing, analyzing its behavior, efficiency and performance etc. So, the new protocol must be first properly analyzed on a private network using switches. The limitation is currently available switches use predefined protocols and vendors don't allow the flexibility to implement new protocols on these switches.
II. INTRODUCTION
OpenFlow concept, its open source development and deployment was initiated at Stanford University. Research institutes and university campuses were encouraged to use and spread the idea in their premises. OpenFlow switches enable researchers to test and examine the behavior of newly designed protocol in their local environment, while still providing the minimize delay in packet forwarding and maximum flexibility in controlling the flow of packets through the network. The architecture of an OpenFlow enabled Ethernet switch is shown in Fig. 1 [1] . Data path module is the heart of Ethernet switch which performs the actual forwarding of packets. Control path is used to control the decisions for forwarding the incoming packets to an appropriate output interface. Control path make use of protocols between switches in order to control the flow of communication.
Without 
III. RELATED WORK
Before the emergence of OpenFlow enabled technology, researchers work on developing new protocols was limited. GENI [2] were facilitating the researchers to experiment the new routing protocols through allocating slices of the network resources. Researchers could use these slices to experiment their routing Algorithm. GENI assumes to implement the new routing protocols on nationwide scale. So it was a costly solution. OpenFlow has enabled the new networking experiments in a campus area [3] .
OpenRoads [4] platform is engaged in exploring and experimenting with new solutions for Mobility including new routing protocols and controllers using OpenFlow. Community based open source framework development is being done to support mobility where the controller is handled with OpenFlow and device settings are managed through SNMP. Technology level abstraction is used by defining high-level control interfaces so that the development remains reusable, flexible and can be easily enhanced to support heterogeneous network. OpenRoads was tested on a topology consists of 5 switches, 30 Wi-Fi APs and one WiMax base station. Seamless handovers between different wireless technologies were successfully managed among mobility managers. To run researcher's networking experiment parallel with production traffic safely, there is a need of network slicing. So in OpenFlow [5] is introduced.
Flow Visor is a special purpose controller that allows number of researchers and network administrators to work parallel in a network.
Demo [6] illustrated the experiment of demonstrating the network connection between two buildings of Stanford campus, through OpenFlow enabled routers and switches. Mobility support at data link layer and network layer were presented using OpenFlow controller. Several mobile clients each one is running a game application, which is connected with a game server, which is running inside a virtual machine. There are a number of different hosts on which the virtual machine can be migrated. Main focus was to maintain the lowest delay between mobile node and virtual machine. When a mobile client is moved, its connected virtual machine is migrated to the nearest host to the mobile client. The migration of VM is seamless to the mobile client application without requiring any change in IP or MAC address and maintains the existing connection between application program at client and server program running inside VM.
N-casting [7] means when a packet is received, it is multicast to n output interfaces, where at each interface possibly different radio devices is attached. In traditional way, it requires huge amount of bandwidth but OpenFlow made it possible with comparable low bandwidth exploiting OpenRoads with only an additional code of 227 lines.
N-casting [7] creates a network topology consists of devices working with different network wireless technologies WiFi and WiMAX and uses [4] OpenRoads to demonstrate a flow between these devices. The packets received from any of the device working with any network wireless technology can be powerfully examined and programmed and flow path can be defined to deliver it to any of the device.
IV. ACHIEVEMENTS AND CONTRIBUTION
Challenges in this project have been identified in the form of following milestones: 1) Understanding of OpenFlow and running simple network using OpenFlow. 2) Exploring OpenFlow components architecture, its working and configuration of devices. 3) Developing NOX controller components in C++ that defines decision based dynamic flow entries in the OpenFlow switches.
V. RESEARCH APPROACH /METHODOLOGY
OpenFlow is an open source project, implemented using python scripts and C++ programming language. We have downloaded the currently running code, simulating network traffic flow of a simple network topology. By examining this code and after investigating how traffic flow can be monitored and controlled, we have extended this work first to develop our own controller components that can make decision to define dynamic overflows on the basis of received packet captured information. Our future work will develop controller components to support hierarchical mobility support.
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VI. BENEFITS OF THE PROJECT
A. Experiments
Different experiments can be carried out in a network topology using OpenFlow switch such as packet capturing, observing network performance and delay on changing packet size, packet loads, load balancing and traffic engineering etc. Moreover, new protocols can be tested and verified.
B. Cost
OpenFlow switches can be used to work on Layer 3 as a router. Buying or utilizing a router for a test bed costs very high as comparable to perform testing with OpenFlow switches.
C. Noninterference
New protocols can be tested with OpenFlow switches, even in production or existing network without disturbing its flow.
D. Heterogeneous Network
OpenFlow switches can be used to configure to work with heterogeneous network. Different radio devices can be connected to different interfaces of the OpenFlow switch and we can enable these devices to communicate with each other.
E. Consistent
It provides assurity to handle production traffic and experimental traffic consistently.
VII. BENEFICIERIES OF THE PROJECT
Following are the direct customers who can take advantage of using OpenFlow:
A. Researchers
Newly designed protocols functionality can be tested and their dependencies, new issues and performance factors can be verified using OpenFlow switches.
B. Educational Institutions
Academic campuses can simultaneously run their production network as well as network lab, where different experiments on network protocols and devices can be carried out.
C. Network Provider Industry
Infrastructure or service providers can test communication among devices using different technologies.
D. Network Manufacturing Industry
Industry is encouraged to produce flexible switches that enable customers to control and monitor the traffic flow using the software part of switches.
VIII. OUTPUTS EXPECTED FROM PROJECT
Final results of this project will be demonstration of how can we dynamically define flow in the switches and make decision in defining flow on the basis of captured packet header information.
IX. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Run OpenFlow VMS
Debian or Ubuntu along with GUI or desktop packages is the first requirement. We have installed Debian Linux (Lenny) on our system. One can use a virtual machine like VMWare or Virtual Box to run Linux on top of Windows. Then we used Synaptic manager utility to install all packages dependencies for OpenFlow VMS. After that, downloaded and setup OpenFlow VMS. Finally, we configured our network topology in the form of xml and verified it by running, as shown in Fig. 3 .
B. Run OpenFlow Controller
We have successfully configured the controller by downloading all the dependent packages and enabled the controller's listener port. We have installed NOX controller. After successfully running controller, we start our network topology, as defined in xml configuration.
It virtually creates four interfaces and four command screen are displayed as shown in Fig. 4 . We can verify through some basic commands that all host and open flow switches are connected or not. 
C. Develop Controller Component (Blocking ARP)
Now we want to create a new component that will restrict the ping functionality on the network. We see that when we ping another host, flow entries are created in OpenFlow switches of1 and of2.
Actually what happens is when an ARP message is sent to switch, there is no entry in OpenFlow switch, means no action is defined what to do for ARP request. The request is forwarded to controller by the switch to get flow entry. The controller analyze the request and posts a flow in which it is define that flood the packet from all interfaces except from where it is received. By our code, we restrict the ping command by using the strategy that controller will not send a flow to the switch when it analyze that the received request is an ARP request packet. In this way, as no flow is returned to switch, the switch will get no action and ping ICMP packets will not sent to other switch, resulting ping command restricted.
D. Develop Controller Component (Flow Attributes)
Now to start creating another new component hubTimeout. In default hub component, you can see flow entries with idle_timeout value 5, as shown in Fig. 5 . If within 5 seconds, this entry or flow is not used by the switch, it will be purged after 5 seconds. We want to modify our hub component code to enhance this value of idle_timeout and hard_timeout from 5 to 100. Actually, the theme of this exercise is how to set the value in a flow. Using the approach in this practice, you can set or modify any field or column value of a flow dynamically before sending it to a switch as shown in Fig. 6 . 
E. Develop Controller Component (Routing)
We will modify the hub code to get switch behavior. In hub, the Action for the flow entry is Flood; means transmit the packet from all interfaces except the interface from it has received. In switch, when a packet received, we note the source address (say s) and receiving interface (say I) and define the flow that if destination address is s, action value is output to interface I. We can see these
We can see these entries on OpenFlow switch so we can route the packet with our defined flow. 
X. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have demonstrated the concept of programmable networks using OpenFlow. We installed OpenFlow VMS and NOX Controller, then developed three different controller components using C++. Our future work is developing controller component for hierarchical mobility.
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